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Why do you need a bot? If you cannot answer this question with conviction,

then you may want to rethink if you really need one.1



2Rule-based bots chat according to defined decision trees,

like a flowchart.

Bots with Natural Language Processing (NLP) are able to

understand the context even when questions are more

complex.
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4 Chatbot is an additional way of interaction

between your customer and your brand. This is

why this experience must be consistent with the

other elements of your brand’s style.

It’s important to design its language in line with

your corporate identity.



5 If it’s easy to identify the user groups for your chatbot, you can apply a standard framework

for user stories.

Understanding your users’ needs, behavior, and expectations is one of the keys to success.

If there are different user types within your brand target auditory, it’s necessary to identify

them all from the early start. When it’s done, you can figure out who your bot interacts with

and how the bot can enrich relations between these people and your brand.



6 Besides the text, visuals are the second most important and

useful element of your chatbot design.

Visuals are processed 60,000 times faster than text. This means

using images to illustrate your chatbot’s messages are likely to

hook your user’s interest.



7 To monitor its performance, you need to choose a proper tool for

analytics. The tool that will help you keep an eye on the way your

customers interact with the bot.



Build an appointment scheduler with Dialogflow



How to create a Dialogflow agent

How to create intents in an agent

How to create training phrases in an intent

How to create responses in an intent

How to test a Dialogflow agent

How to set up web integration


































